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1963 Stamp Season
As we predicted, our

1963 Catalogue Supplement
showed prices much too
low - already a few
months after its issue we
have had to publish add-
itional price increases.
The pattern will continue
and progressively snow-
ball as the year goes on!
However, it is our policy
not to increase prices
until new stocks have to
be procured. This will
doubtless be necessary in
the Summer when we shall
have to be guided by cur-
rent Swiss market quota-
tions and we therefore
urge clients to obtain
their 'Wants' as soon as
possible. WHY DELAY
SENDING YOUR WANTS LIST
IF TODAY YOU CAN BUY MORE
ITEMS CHEAPER THAN YOU

WILL IN THE SUMMER?

important
DISCOVERY

An extraordinary new discovery has been made jointly by us and Mr.
H.L. Katcher in the field of Swiss hotel stamps. The find consists
of an issue by Hotel Engadinerhof, St. Moritz-Bad in the closing
years of the 19th century. The stamp is affixed to a picture post-
card sent from the Hotel Engadinerhof on June 30, 1899, to an address
at Bordighera, Italy, where the card arrived two days later. On the
way it acquired the transit mark of the post office at Chiavenna,
one of the main passes in the Engadine, on July 1, 1899.

The stamp itself is at the lower left of the card; at the upper
right is a 10 rappen of the 1882-99 series, bearing the St. Moritz-
Bad postmark. The hotel stamp is printed in black on greenish paper
and shows a view of the Hotel Engadinerhof, as can be seen from the
illustration. At the foot of the design, in minute colourless let-
tering appear the words "Louis Scharfe, Wetzlar-Gesetl. Geschützt."

This wording, combined with the stamp's general appearance, imme-
diately struck a responsive chord in our memories, and sure enough,
we turned to the listing of the Hotel Bellevue, Glion-sur-Montreux,
stamp in the Zumstein catalogue. Just beneath the listing is a foot-
note to say that the identical inscription appears at the foot of
that stamp. Obviously the Hotel Engadinerhof and the Hotel Bellevue
issues emanated from the same atelier. This fact makes the new dis-
covery all the more interesting, and a further even more important
point is that the Hotel Engadinerhof issue will find its place in
the next edition of Zumstein's catalogue of Switzerland and Liechten-
stein. Of course, the stamp will be listed also in The Amateur
Collector's Catalogue of Switzerland.

Investigations made in Switzerland have revealed that the building
shown on the stamp still stands and has changed comparatively little
during the present century, except as far as an extension to the
left is concerned, and also that the name has been changed.

(Continued on Page 7)
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... Koller's famous
painting, "The Last
St. Gotthard Mail".

THE SWISS POSTAL AGENCIES ABROAD

One aspect of Swiss philately about
which only very meagre information exists
is that of the Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad
yet it is a subject worthy of study, since
it covers an important phase in the develop-
ment of Swiss postal history. Unfortunately
relevant material is not easy to find,
particularly nowadays, and may to some
extent account for the fact that so little
has been written on the subject. The
following is an attempt to correlate such
information as is available, with much
assistance from Emmenegger and an informa-
tive article published some years ago in
the Schweizer Briefmarkenzeitung.

The Postal Agencies were established in
territories bordering on Switzerland, prin-
cipally, in Italy but also in France, Ger-
many, i.e. the Grand Duchy of Baden, and
Austria, in the 1850s in the days when
means of communication, especially over the
mountain passes, was usually by "diligence"
(mailcoach), which carried passengers and a
certain amount of freight, including mail.
These mail-coaches, painted in the vivid
canary-yellow which became the hallmark of
the Swiss Postal Administration - a tradi-
tion extended to the modern postal coaches
of today - were a familiar sight a century
ago and provided a stirring spectacle as
they swept through the valleys and towns.
In winter they were replaced, in certain
areas, by small convoys of sleighs, drawn
by sure-footed horses, and contact with
other countries was maintained during even
the most severe winter weather. Examples
of these vehicles, together with maps of
the old postal routes and other fascinating
relics of the past, are to be found in the
Postal Museum in Bern.

THE POSTAL AGENCIES IN ITALY
Although in Switzerland the mail-coach

services were run by the postal authorities
this was not the case in other countries.
Italy at this time was divided into a number
of States; there was war with Austria and
political struggles which led to the event-
ual unification of the country. North-
western Italy formed part of the Kingdom of
Sardinia where the Sardinian Railway Comp-
any and not the Post Office was responsible
for the conveyance of passengers and mail.
From a financial angle alone the Sardinian
authorities were content to let the Swiss
organise the mail system over the alpine
passes, even to the extent of paying them
to do so. Indeed, at one stage the Sardin-
ian Railway Company withdrew its interest
altogether in favour of a private company.
the Merzario Agency of Milan, in order to
ensure the continuance of the service.

Various conventions were worked out
between the two countries governing the

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley is Hon. Secretary of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society and this article
is reproduced (together with illustrations)
from the Society's "Newsletter".

conditions under which Swiss vehicles were
allowed to operate on Italian territory and
laying down rules for the care and convey-
ance of passengers and freight, although
the opening of these agencies was not the
direct result of any special legislation -
they were merely set up as and when they
were deemed necessary.

The agencies of Italy were by far the
most numerous and important. During the
period of their greatest activity there was
a total of 38 such agencies, situated along
the postal routes served by the Swiss adm-
inistration and a few localities served by
steamboats on Lakes Maggiore and Como.
Their decline was linked with the growth of
the railway system in both countries and
can best be summarised as follows:
Simplon Route: The oldest agency was
opened in Domodossola (or Domo d'Ossola)
in 1849, and still exists in an amended
form for the exchange of freight. In the
1850s the Swiss diligence service plied
between Lausanne and Domodossola, crossing
the pass at a height of some 6,00O ft. In
1864, by which time the railway had been
extended as far as Sion, the Swiss obtain-
ed permission to extend the route to Arona
at the southern end of Lake Maggiore, to
enable travellers to entrain for Milan.
From Sion to Arona the coach took 24 hours.
Agencies were established at Vogogna and
Baveno (in 1861), Ornavasso and Arona
(1862), Stresa (1864), Iselle (opened in
1864 and one of the last to disappear in
1920) and Gravellona (1875). With the ex-
tension of the railway to Baveno the agenc-
ies at Arona, Stresa and Baveno were closed

down in 1883 since, thereafter, the mail-
coaches no longer went by way of Arona but
forked off at Gravellona to Intra, which
became the terminus and an agency was est-
ablished there, as well as at Pallanza in
1883. In the latter, as well as Canobbio,
there was a registration office from 1871.
Meanwhile, the railway reached Sierre in
1869 and Brigue in 1878, which was only 9
hours posting time from Domodossola. The
Italian railway system was also being ext-
ended, reaching Stresa in 1880 and Domodo-
ssola in 1890, as a result of which the
postal agencies at Vogogna, Ornavasso,
Gravellona, Pallanza, Intra and Canobbio
ceased to exist in 1888. Only the distance
between Brigue and Domodossola remained to
be covered by road and the railway link was
completed in 1906 with the opening of the
Simplon Tunnel.



During the period when the mail-coach
ran to Arona the Swiss arranged timetables
so that arrival in Arona coincided with the
departure of the first morning train to
Milan, and departure from Arona was after
Milan. The Sardinian authorities undertook
to pay to the Swiss Postal Administration
the annual sum of 4,000fr. in quarterly
instalments. The Swiss, however, were not
exempt from the taxes imposed on vehicles
operating in the Sardinian States, assessed
at the rate of 1 centime per horse and per
kilometre of the route between Iselle and
Arona, i.e. 83 kilometres.

St. Gotthard Route: This route, possi-
bly the best known of all, went from Fluelen
at the end of Lake Lucerne, to Camerlata,

Bernina Route and the Valtellina: Again
starting from Samaden this route passed
through Pontresina, crossed the Bernina Pass
at approx. 7,000 ft., and descended via the
Val Poschiavo to Tirano where an agency was
established in 1869. Nine hours were req-
uired to accomplish the journey of 56.3 km.

The people of Valtellina, who appreciated
the punctuality and efficiency of the Swiss
mail-coach service, much regretted that it
ended at Tirano and petitioned for it to be
extended. By an understanding with the
Italian authorities the Swiss Post Office in
1869 established a service between Colico
and Bormi, thus covering the Valtellina and
Lake of Como as far as the Stelvio Pass.
This service, however, was very difficult to
maintain and it was renounced by the Swiss
in 1876. who sold the rolling stock to an
Italian enterprise, l'Impresa di Messageria
Valtellinese, which took over the service.

Agencies were established in Bormi Borgo,
Grossotto, Sondrio and Morbegno in 1869,
Bolladore, Treseneda and Ponte in 1874 (the
latter became S. Carlo di Ponte in 1875),
and Bormi Bagni in 1874. All these ceased
to function in 1876 when the Swiss postal
service in this area was abandoned, with the
exception of Tirano, which continued until
1908, being the terminus of the Bernina
route. 	 (To be Continued)

"THE PHILATELIC EXPORTER" of London,
- particularly referring to the sale

of the Donald C. Gray Classics but in general
about any Classics offered today, reports the
following: " 	  All in all the boom reali-
zations made by the top items in this sale
tend to suggest that virtually any price that a
buyer cares to pay today for a really first-
grade classic item will seem a bargain buy in a
couple of year's time."

registration office in 1922 and still survi-
ves in a modified form.

Maloja Route: Starting from Samaden,
this route went via the Engadine, through
St. Moritz, over the pass at Maloja Kulm
(approx. 3,500 ft.) and down the whole
length of the Val Bregaglia to Chiavenna,
the journey of 57 km. taking nine hours.
Chiavenna (in German: Kleven) took its name
from its geographical position, being the
"key" to the three passes: Splügen, Maloja
and Septimer. As the terminus for the Swiss
mail-coaches, rapid communication with Milan
was still somewhat uncertain and by a further
Convention dated August 12th, 1860, the
mail-coach service was extended to Colico, at
the northern end of Lake Como, from whence
' passengers could proceed to Como by steam-
boat, then by carriage to Camerlata, where

 joined the train to Lecco, at the south-
ern end of the remaining arm of the lake.
An agency was established in the Town of
Chiavenna in 1879 which was transferred to
the Swiss-Italian frontier at Castasegna-

about 5 km. from Como, in 23 hours. Travel- Dogano in 1884. The date of closure of the
lers arrived at Fluelen by steamboat from 	 former is not known exactly but was probably

Lucerne and left by mail coach at 4.30 p.m. in 1914, while Castasenga continued to oper-
reaching the St. Gotthard hospice at mid- 	 ate until 1921.

night, Airolo at 1.10 a.m., Bellinzona at
6.40 a.m., Lugano at 10.30 a.m. and
Camerlata* at 2.10 p.m. and thence by train for
Milan. From Bellinzona travellers could
also go to Locarno or Magadino, by boat to
Arona and then by train to Milan.

In a Convention dated August 28th, 1854
(ratified on December 26th, 1854) it is
stated that daily exchanges of passengers
and freight were to be effected at Magadino
and at Locarno, where arrangements were to
be made for transportation by means of the
mail-coach to Switzerland and by the Verbano
steamboats or the railway to Sardinia.
(This, incidentally, is one of the very few
references to the elusive "Verbano"). The
development of the railway sounded the
death-knell of the mail-coach and the build-
ing of the St. Gotthard Tunnel rendered this
tedious journey no longer necessary. On
December 31st, 1881, the last "diligence"
with Michel Danioth of Andermatt as postil-
lion, made the final journey by coach over
the St. Gotthard. On this route the postal
agency at Camerlata, opened in 1852, was
later shared with the Merzario Agency from
1861 and disappeared in 1869 when the term-
inus was transferred to Milan. Milan was
the central point in Northern Italy where
the Simplon and Gotthard routes, as well as
those from the Grisons, converged. A Postal
Agency existed from 1857 to 1860 and from
1868 to 1893.

Splugen Route: This linked Chur and
Chiavenna, a distance of 91.8 km., by way of
Thusis, the famous Via-Mala, the village of
Splügen, crossing the pass at approximately
6,500 ft. and descending through the valley
of St. Giacomo to Chiavenna, a journey which
took 13 hours. Agencies were established at
Chiavenna ant Colico in 1861, followed by
Campodolcini (1862), Monte Spluga (1868),
Pianazzo (1886) and San Giacomo Filippo
(1908). Colico was closed in 1886. The
remainder continued to exist into the 20th
century, until the Great War of 1914-18
caused their disappearance in 1918, with the
exception of Chiavenna which continued to
exist until 1921 and Monte Splüga which,
although closed in 1918, was converted to a



SWITZERLAND- 1900
THE ISSUE FOR THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY Of

T4 ^O1HIOS If Tit Part 10
UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION

QUANTITIES OF 

STAMPS ISSUED

The following quantities of
the 1961 Juventute series were
sold: 5c. 12797266; 10c.
1 012 9530; 20c. 7284 .127; 30c.
2426495; 50c. 2661320. These
figures represent an increase
from 8% to approximately 15%
over the 1960 issue.

Abbreviations: v. = vertical,
h. = horizontal, 1. = left (of),
r. = right (of), btw. = between,
v/t = value tablet, • = star
shaped spot, ab. = above, bl. =
below.

78B 10c Red, box perforations. 

180 Dot top 1. in tab.
Wart on breast.

31 • above 10.
Dot above 5 of 1875.

81 Dot 1. of 1 of 10. Dot
outside 1. frame at 10.

131 • 1. above 1 of 10.
Dot on 1 of 10

181 Wart below J of Jubile
Small o ab. globe in cloud

32 -.
82 Dot above globe.
132 • above globe at 1.

Dot on 7 of 1875.
182 Dot in cloud over globe.

Small dot in 0 of 10
33 -.
83 Line on 2nd wire

Dot below J at frame.
133 Dot outside r. frame @ globe

B. line on 1. forearm
183 Dot on 2nd N of Union

o on right upper arm.
34 Dot on 1. forearm.
84 Blob btw. 1st & 2nd wires

Dot at 1. of L'Union
134 o on top of E of Postale

Dot in 0 of 10.
184 Wart on 1. hand

Dot at E of DE
35 Dot btw. JO.

Dot in 0 of Union
85 Dot over 1 of 10

V. line on top r. corner.
135 Dot in cloud below J.

V. line in bottom r. corner.
185 Three dots outside 1. frame

at shawl. Dot outside 1.
frame over tab.

36 Dot on R. of Grasset.
Small line on 5 of 1875

86 White area in 1. frame @ top
Dot above 1 of 10.

136 H/line from 1. btw. 1st &
2nd wire above wing.
Indent ab. AL of Postale.

186 Dot on 8 of 1875
Two dots outside 1. frame
at tab.

37 Dot on 4th wire above head
Two dots in scroll btm. 1.

87 Dot above frame and DE
Dot on r. wrist.

137 Small o on pole at 1. arm
Two dote 1. of face

187 Wart on top frame. Dot in
clothes above 5 of 1875.

38 Three more dots bl. 1 of 10
Dot over hyphen

88 Dot above wing.
Dot on top 1. corner.

138 -.
188 Wart on neck (medallion)

o on E of DE
39 Dot on first 0 of 1900

Dot bl. N of Universelle.
89 Dot 1. over 10
139 Dot bl. L of L'Union.

Retouch in arms.
189 Dot on top of 5

Dot in cloud below V
40 Dot at 1. of centre of 10

Dot outside 1. frame below
3rd wire.

90 Line from 2nd to 3rd wire.
Small v. line in cloud
below IV at 1.

140 H/line on r. upper arm .
Small line 1. above 1900

190 Small h. line at 1. frame
and tab.
H/line from V to globe.

41 Spot low in tab. Small v.
line in cloud below UN of
Universelle.

91 V. line outside lower 1.
frame. H. line on r. fore-,

arm & through r. frame.
141 • below UN of Universelle.
191 Small v. line bl. 9 of 1900 !

Dot below 0 of Postale
42 • below L of Postale. Small

v. line bl. F of Florian.
92 Dot between LE of Jubile

H. smeared lines through
scroll and 1875.

142 o below UN of Universelle.
Dot on scroll ab. 1 of 1875

192 Small o in V. Wart in
shawl right near tab.

43 Dot bl. 2 E of Universelle
Dot left of 1875

93 o on pole below r. hand
Dot above globe

143 -.
193 Small dot on 3rd wire

H. h/line top of tab
44 Large blob below 19 of 1900

Dot on 2 E of Universelle.
94 Small o in J & apostrophe.
144 V of Universelle cut into

at side. Small dot outside
top right corner.

194 • bl. B of Jubile
H. h/line above 10.

45 Dot on B. Dot above frame
and ST of Postale.

95 Dot below hyphen.
145 Two small o's above globe

Dot above top 1. corner
195 Small o outside frame 1.

of 10. H. h/line through
10 and clothes.

46 Dot on second 0 of 1900.
Dot frame below scroll.

96 Dot left of 7 of 1875
Dot in ribbon r. of 1.
forearm.

146 -.
196 Dot below between 75

47 o in clouds. Two dots on
and over 7 of 1875.

97 Dot on frame above B.
147 Dot left of 10
197 Dot in clothes ab. 8 of 1875

Dot in last E of Universelle
48 Large blob on hyphen

• between 1 and 0
98 Wart on lower 1. envelope

White dot in O of 10
148 White spot in globe at 1.

Dot r. bl. 2nd N of Union.
198 Three dots in scroll. Dot

r. below r. insulator
49 Dut below line under J

Dotted line from 1. frame
over tab. to r. forearm .

99 o at bottom 1. of 1 of 10
Dot in tab. r. over 0

149 Two small lines in r. shldr.
White line on r. upper-arm.

199 Dots above globe at 1.
Dots between 1 & 0 of 10.

50 Wart below right wrist.
Small v. line below !t
bottom right corner.

100 0 (or half o) below U of
Universelle.
Small o on right wrist.

150 V. h/line through 4th wire.
H/line outside 1. frame at
3rd wire.

200 • below V of Universelle.
Two dots outside 1. frame
at shawl. THE END.

This is as far as we propose to
publish the UPI study. While the
same information also exists for
the 25c blue values and the re-
drawn 10c value, very few
collectors have access to suff-
icient material of these more
expensive stamps to make a
detailed study worth while. We
should like to thank once again
the editors of "Schweizer
Briefmarken-Zeitung" who so
kindly permitted us to reprint
the article.



WILLIAM TELL
Chapels

In each of the years 1938 and 1941,
Switzerland issued a semipostal stamp dep-
icting a William Tell Chapel. Believing
there are some collectors of Swiss stamps
- probably many - who are not familiar with
the background on which these chapels were
erected, we present in this piece some
facts and the tale - fact or fiction -
which should prove interesting. The tale
- we refer to it as a legend - is said to
have had its beginning in 1307; and has
been handed down from generation to genera-
tion. Thus many versions have developed.
The one we use in this piece ties in with
the stamps mentioned above.

In the year 1291, Albrecht I became
Emperor of the Austrian Empire upon the
death of his father, Rudolph of Habsburg.
At that time considerable properties in
Switzerland were owned by Austrian nobles.
Albrecht had a strong desire to add some of
these to his family estate, particularly
those in the vicinity of the Lake of the
Four Forest Cantons (Vierwaldstattersee).

With the view to fulfilling this aim,
Albrecht appointed to those sections,
prefects on whom he could rely to carry out
his plans. One of these was Hermann Gessler
prefect of Uri. He was a tyrant who per-
petrated many atrocities on the people and
subjected them to numerous indignities. On
one occasion Gessler placed his ducal hat
on top of a pole in the Altdorf Market
Place, and demanded that all who passed
thereby should show obeisance to it.

Legend tells us that William Tell, lead-
ing his young son Walter by the hand,
passed that pole one day but paid no atten-
tion to it. This angered Gessler and as a
penance he ordered Tell to shoot an apple
off young Walter's head. Tell was an
expert with the cross-bow and accomplished
this feat without harming his son - a true
act of courage by this brave warrior.

Noticing a second arrow partly concealed.
under Tell's cloak, Gessler demanded for
what purpose. Tell made this bold reply:
"If I had slain my son with the first, I
would have shot thee through with this one"
Outraged by Tell's audacity, he ordered his
men to bind Tell and place him in a boat
moored nearby on the eastern shore of Uri
Bay, an arm of the Lake of the Four Forest
Cantons. Gessler went along, for he in-
tended to incarcerate Tell in the palace
at Kussnacht. During the trip a violent
storm broke. Tell was the only one who
could handle the boat in such weather.
Hence its operation was turned over to him.
Arriving near the shore not far from
Kussnacht, Tell with cross-bow in hand, leaped
from the boat and sped through the thick
woods. He took up a position in ambush
along the Hohle Gasse (Hollow Way) where he
knew Gessler would pass. When that tyrant
came into view Tell shot him with that
second arrow. According to the legend,
Gessler, with a dying gasp uttered: "That
was Tell's shaft". A painting by Ernst
Stuckelberg showing Tell leaping from the
boat was reproduced on the 1960 Bundesfeier,

By George W. Caldwell

cards. Based on the above legend, the first
stamp portrays the chapel at Tellplatte on
the eastern shore of the Bay of Uri at the
spot where the boat took off headed for
Kussnacht. The second stamp shows the
chapel at Kussnacht and the Hohle Gasse
(Hollow Way) where Tell slew Gessler.

Many Swiss consider this tale as legen-
dary; others are equally firm in their
belief it is factual history. Much has
been written in an effort to prove one side
or the other in this debate. It is believ-
ed by some that this apple incident occur-
red in 1307. Chroniclers Russ and Etterlin
late in the 15th century told the tale as
true. On the other hand, doubt of its
authenticity began to spread as early as
the 16th century and probably earlier.
"What had become of Tell's family and rel-
atives; why was he not mentioned by his
contemporaries?". These and other pertin-
ent questions were frequently heard.

In time incredulity became general.
Books were written to show the story to be
legendary. Voltaire, famous French philo-
sopher and writer (1694-1778) who spent the
last 20 years of his life in Ferney near

DIE PROOF OF A TELL CHAPEL STAMP,
25c denomination intended for
issue in the 1880s but not adopt-
ed. Note similarity of design
with 1938 National Festival stamp.

Geneva, remarked: "Apple stories are al-
ways suspect" and he added, "No part of the
tale has a foundation in fact". His opin-
ion spread through much of Europe and
undoubtedly motivated the writing of many
books on the subject which were published
in Switzerland, Germany, Denmark & France.

Ideler's book published in Berlin in
1826 offered proof that the story was leg-
endary. M. Kopp in 1835 stated in part:
"Although a continuous series of charters
relative to the bailiffs (prefects) of the
14th century exist, there is no Gessler
among them. Tell is nowhere mentioned in
contemporary records. This apple story is
shown by Comparative Mythologists to be
merely a Scandinavian form of an old Indo-
Germanic myth".

Whether this tale be truth or fiction,
the Swiss see in William Tell a reflection
of the bravery, the courage, the determina-
tion of those hardy mountaineers of the
14th century and later, who battled against
foreign intervention to gain and preserve
their independence. Such characteristics
are illustrated in recorded history of such
battles as Morgarten (1315), Sempach 1386
Nafels (1388), St. Jakob on the Birs 1444)
Morat (1476) and others.

It is no wonder the Swiss, even today,
fairly worship William Tell whether he be
truth or fiction.
(Reproduced by kind permission of the SPA Journal)



PLEASE NOTE: The 1962 Juventute issue of 1st
December (5 values & Miniature Sheet) and the
United Nations Museum Set are not being rev-
iewed here. Full details have already been
published in the 1963 Supplement to The
Amateur Collector's Switzerland Catalogue.

Due to exceptional circumstances which the
Swiss PTT assure us are most unlikely to recur
30 new stamps are being issued in Switzerland
during 1963; several international events take
place which will be subject to New Issues through
-out the world. At the time of going to press
two issues have already been made: United Nations
'UNCSAT' 2 values, and Definitives, 4 additional
values (see below).

For March 21st are scheduled a 6-value
Publicity Set and a Miniature Sheet for the Int-
ernational Red Cross (also reviewed here).

Although details of later issues are already
known, illustrations are not yet available and
will be published in our next issue: June 1st,
Pro Petrie Set of 5 values, 4 of which will depict

 of Red Cross activities and the 5th (5 +
5c) will commemorate the 100th birthday of Anna
Heer (1863-1918), founder of the Swiss Nurse
Training School. Also on June 1st a Pro Aero
stamp (Fr. 2.-) will commemorate the 50th Anniver-
sary of the First Trans-Alpine Flight by Oskar
Bider on July 13th, 1913. This stamp at the same
time commemorates the 25th Anniversary of the
Pro Aero Foundation. It is valid on the commem-
orative flights of July 13th only - NEW ISSUE
SUBSCRIBERS PLEASE NOTE: Mint copies of this
stamp will be available at the beginning of June
and we shall dispatch them with the Pro Petrie
Set. A separate Order Form will be provided for
clients requiring used copies and FDCs as these
can be dispatched only in the second half of July.

On September 16th two new Europa stamps will
be issued (30c & 50c) and on the same day a four
value Set (10c, 20c, 50c & 75c) will be issued to
publicise the 1964 Swiss National Exhibition.
Finally, November 30th will see the annual five
value Pro Juventute Set.

Collectors interested in Postal Stationery
should note that sometime during the Spring a new
Set of 10c Postcards with small views of Switzer-
land will appear. No further details are known
about these cards but we shall mention them in our
New Issue Bulletins in due course.

A full programme - and with the exception of
the unnecessary 'UNCSAT' pair, quite a pleasing
one. The Amateur Collector Limited, in conjunction
with the Helvetia Society of Great Britain, have
been planning a protest to the Swiss Post Office
against the rather unimaginative and displeasing
designs we have been subjected to of late. The New
Issues for which illustrations are to hand so far
indicate that the PTT are at last recognising
their recent shortcomings. The designs are much
better and if the further issues scheduled for
this year are similarly attractive, our joint
protest may not be necessary.

DEFINITIVES: Four additional values
(February 4th). These four values
became necessary with the introduction
on January 1st, of new parcel post
rates. The designs are taken from
the 35c, 70c & Fr. 2.- values which
will no longer be printed and become

obsolete on exhaustion of present supplies. The
new values are printed on coloured papers (similar
to the 1941 Historical series) and this indicates
that possibly all values of the current series
will gradually be changed to coloured papers. No
such announcement has been made but it is hard to
imagine that a "mixed" aeries will be tolerated
indefinitely.
Values & Colours: Fr. 1.30: Guildhall of the
Woodcutters, Bienne, yellow brown on violet paper.
Fr. 1.70: Abbey Church, Einsiedeln, violet on
violet. Fr. 2.20: Abbey Church, Einsiedeln, dark
green on green. Fr. 2.80: Collegiate Church,
Bellinzona, orange-red on buff.
Designer, engraver, printing process, printers,
paper, size, etc. are identical to the other val-
ues in the current series.

Mr. Gaudenz Müller, columnist in the Schweizer
Briefmarkenzeitung, has promised to forward to the
appropriate quarters, protests from collectors &
stamp dealers regarding this quite unnecessary
issue. The Amateur Collector Ltd. has sent Mr.
Müller a very strongly worded letter, requesting
his kind offices in passing on these views which,
it is felt, are shared by the majority of our
readers. The 'UNCSAT' issue is defended by the
issuing authorities on the grounds that it
commemorates a significant event: The Conference on
the application of Science and Technology for the
benefit of less developed areas, which was held
in Geneva from February 4th to the 20th. We feel
however, that the 2,500 delegates could easily
have managed to prepay their mail with ordinary
current United Nations stamps. If UNO is short of
funds they might do better to enforce prompt pay-
ments of annual contributions from member nations
instead of asking the stamp collector to foot the
bill. Unnecessary as the 'UNCSAT' pair is, there
can be little doubt that it will be in great
demand later. Without it no International Offices
or United Nations Collection will be complete and
its short life of only 24 days and its limited
availability from the Geneva UNO Office and the
PTT will not have given everyone the chance to
acquire the issue during its sale period.
Details: Designs as for the current UNO
Definitives with circular portion of the design cut out
and the 'UNCSAT' superimposed in a second colour.
50c: blue and carmine; Fr. 2.- purple and yellow
green. On sale February 4th to the 28th 1963
only. All other details as for the unoverprinted
United Nations stamps.



1963 Publicity Issue (March 21st): 
The many events taking place during this
year necessitated the issue of six values
for 1963. Two of the values will be of an
identical denomination i.e. 50c. Although
the Set is on sale only from March 21st to
December 31st (unless stocks are exhausted
earlier) these stamps will remain valid for
postage indefinitely. Details: 5c: 50 yrs.
Swiss Boy Scouts. 10c: 100 years Swiss
Alpine Club. 20c: 50 years Lötschberg Rail-
way. 30c: Freedom from Hunger campaign.
50c: 100 years Red Cross. 50c: 100 years
First International Postal Conference (held
in Paris on May 11th, 1863).
Red Cross Miniature Sheet (March 21st): 

To commemorate the Red Cross Centenary, a
Miniature Sheet comprising 4 x 50c stamps
and with marginal inscriptions will be
issued. Shortage of space does not permit
an illustration here. The design of the 4
stamps, although different from the 50c
Publicity stamp, will be rather similar to
the Red Cross 50c of the Publicity Set but
somewhat slightly amended. There is a
Charity surcharge of Fr.1.- making a total
face value of Fr.3.- for the Miniature Sheet
which is designed by Walter Baumberger,
Zurich.

HOTEL POST STAMP DISCOVERY 	 (Cont. Page 1):
The one-time Hotel Engadinerhof is now
the Kantoreihaus Laudinella, a self-
service establishment.

At this distant date it is impossible
to discover what fee was charged for
the stamp and what service it rendered.
Although it is most unlikely to have
prepaid a postal charge in quite the
same sense as the earlier hotel stamps
such as Rigi Kaltbad, Belalp and Kurort
Stoos, the Hotel Engadinerhof stamp may
well have denoted the payment of a
gratuity to the hotel porter for carry-
ing mail to the Swiss post office at
St. Moritz-Bad, a walk which some guest'
probably found it too much to undertake.
After a long day in the mountains, such
as the writer of the card may have had,
he was no doubt too exhausted, on his
arrival back at the hotel, to set out
once more for the post office so as to
catch the post. A few rappen to the
porter, denoted by the stamp, easily
overcame the difficulty and assured
that the card would reach its destina-
tion without delay. In this way the
stamp would be of a rather similar
nature to that of the older hotel issues
and well merits its future place in the
catalogues.

®1 YOU KNOW ?
...That Swiss experts are no longer willing to give an
opinion on the FIRST KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT OVERPRINTS
(1918). It is known that reprints have come on the
market from the original overprint setting which are
virtually indistinguishable from the original prints.
These reprints are not, of course, forgeries (of which
many types exist and which are not discussed here). In
future all mint stamps of Kriegswirtschaft Nos. 1 - 8
(but with the exception of No. 3a of which reprints
are supposedly unknown), will be sold by The Amateur
Collector Limited at greatly reduced prices (see Price
Change Bulletin no.2 of January 1st, available to
users of the 1962 Catalogue only).

...That an interesting recurring Variety exists on the
1962 Europa Issue? It is found on both values (30c &
50c) on Sheet C111, eighth stamp. The Variety consists
of a shorter branch in the tree, leaving the leaf on
the extreme left in "mid air".

...That a further "Ghost" Flaw has come to light? It
can be found on the 1940 National Festival 20c Redrawn
type (Catalogue No. 7). Its position is between hand
and knee of the fallen warrior. In relation to the
Points Table in Swiss Philatelist Nos. 30/32, this
variety will rate four points i.e. 25/- + price of the
mint or used stamp respectively. This new "Ghost"
Flaw can be easily identified as the relevant stamp
also shows a large worn spot near the knee of the
standing warrior.

...That strange things still happen in Swiss philately?
Recently 50 copies of the Geneva envelope (No. 07)
were offered to us from the United States. Size,
shape, paper, colour and printing were so perfect that
it was thought a most unusual find had been made: 50
copies of an 1847 Cantonal item! However, careful
enquiries established the envelopes as forgeries of
the most dangerous kind, forgeries which had not hither.
to been recorded. May we advise clients, particularly
in North America, to exercise great caution if they are
offered either the Geneva envelope or the Cut-out from
same. It is prudent to ask for a guarantee.

...That one of our clients in the Home Counties was
fortunate in purchasing, at face value, a mint copy of
the 1961 Juventute 30c Variety. This brings the total
number now discovered to 91 copies (see Swiss Philatel-
ist Nos.33/34). As 200 must exist there are still
109 to be accounted for - happy hunting!

DIE SCHWEIZERISCHE HOTELPOST UND
e% few DER HOTEL-TELEGRAPHEN UND NDER-

/re% PHONDIENST IM 19TENTEN JAHRHUNDERT.
By H. Leutwyler. 31j x 8i ins.

31 pages. Paper (spiral binding). Published by the
Author, Bern, Switzerland.

The issues of the Swiss hotels have long attracted
the attention of collectors not only of Swiss stamps
but also of local stamps generally, and a good listing
of them in English can be found in The Amateur Col-
lector's Catalogue; but the author of this work,
which is described as the second, revised and enlarged
edition, has reached out far beyond the confines of
any catalogue yet published, by listing and illustrat-
ing many issues not previously recorded in the phila-
telic press. They comprise circular, oval and rectan-
gular stamps or vignettes, bearing the names of hotels
and/or their proprietors but not inscribed with figures
of value, which were used on mail between 1883 (when
the Swiss hotels were forbidden to put denominations
on their stamps) and the end of the 19th century.

The original hotel posts, such as Rigi Kaltbad,
Rigi Scheideck, Maderanerthal and others, definitely
levied a fee on mail transported to the nearest Swiss

'

post office; after the extension of the railways
there was less need for the private messenger services

(Continued on Page 8)



HOTEL 995T 390K REVIEW 	 (Continued /tom page 7)
but presumably they continued operating and the author imp-
lies that the issues they made must come within the same
field, as also do the various other hotel issues. In the
book can be found brief details and illustrations of the
issues of Hotel Euler (Basel), Hotel Julierhof (Campfer),
Hotel Frohburg, Hotel du Grand Eiger (Grindelwald),
Schwendi-Kaltbad ob Sarnen, Kurhaus Bazar (Tarasp) and Zunfthaus
Zimmerleuten (Zurich), as well as an unfamiliar type of the
Kurhaus Sonnenberg (Engelberg). There are also the little-
known issues of the Hotel Beau-Séjour au lac (Montreux) and
the Hotel Bellevue (Glion-sur-Montreux) which was discovered
on an entire about 6 years ago, but nowhere is there any
mention of the newly-found St. Moritz-Bad Engadinerhof stamp
referred to elsewhere. Alongside them all come the better-
known issues mentioned above.

Besides the stamps themselves the author has illustrated
the markings to be found on letters, and a most interesting
and attractive section of the book this is. There are also
lists of hotels which had post offices and telegraph offices
during the 19th century but which did not issue adhesives,

land there are more excellent illustrations of official and
private markings found on mail emanating from those hotels.
The work concludes with a record of outstanding dates in
Swiss postal history. The author mentions several sources
from which his information has been culled and significantly
includes his own collection. The vista opened up by this
work is remarkable and must put new enthusiasm into collect-
ors of these colourful and romantic issues. The book has
been circulated privately to a few selected friends of the
author and surplus copies made available through a limited
number of dealers, among them The Amateur Collector Ltd.
	  L.N. & M. WILLIAMS
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